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Abstract A series of novel fluorescent benzanthrone dyes
have been tested for their ability to identify and characterize
fibrillar aggregates of lysozyme prepared by protein denaturation in concentrated ethanol solution (Feth) or acidic buffer
(Fac). Quantitative parameters of the dye association with
native and fibrillar protein have been derived from the results
of fluorimetric titration. The binding characteristics proved to
be different for Feth- and Fac-bound benzanthrones, highlighting the dye sensitivity to the distinctions in fibril morphology.
By comparing the dye preference to fibrillar protein aggregates, AM2, A8 and A6 were selected as the most prospective
amyloid tracers. Based on the analysis of red edge excitation
shifts and fluorescence lifetimes of the amyloid-bound dyes it
was assumed that surface grooves or dry “steric zipper” interface are potential fibril binding sites for the novel
fluorophores.
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Introduction
It is becoming generally accepted that conformational disorders, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, hereditary
amyloidosis, type II diabetes, etc., are characterized by accumulation of the insoluble highly ordered protein aggregates
(amyloid fibrils) in various human tissues [1]. These aggregates are composed largely of misfolded proteins polymerized
into amyloid fibrils sharing a core cross-β-sheet structure, in
which polypeptide chains are oriented in such a way that βstrands run perpendicularly to the long axis of the fibril, while
β-sheets propagate in its direction. In view of the dramatic
role of protein pathological aggregates in the development of
severe diseases, accurate detection and characterization of
amyloid fibrils represent the focus of current research efforts
[1, 2]. A good deal of analytical tools, such as transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) [3], atomic force microscopy
(AFM) [4, 5], circular dichroism (CD) [1, 3], dynamic light
scattering (DLS) [6, 7] and spectroscopic methods [8] have
been successfully employed to gain insight into fibril morphology and physicochemical properties. Of these, fluorescence spectroscopy seems to be one of the most informative
techniques due to its inherent sensitivity and versatility, good
spatial and temporal resolution [9]. A wide range of fluorescent probes, including classical amyloid marker Thioflavin T
(ThT) [10, 11], molecular rotor 4-dicyanovinyl-julolidine
(DCVJ) [12], 2-anilinonaphthalene-6-sulfonate (ANS) and
its derivatives [12, 13], Nile Red [14], Coumarin 6 [15],
fluorinated styryl benzazoles [16], curcumin-derivatized
probe CRANAD-2 [17], etc., have been developed to identify
and characterize protein fibrillar aggregates. Although being
prized for high specificity to different types of protein assemblies, these reporter molecules suffer from several drawbacks,
particularly, rather high affinity for native proteins [14] or
amorphous protein aggregates [15, 18], sensitivity to amino
acid sequence [14], pH and ionic strength of bulk solution [14,
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19], and ability to perturb fibril structure [6]. These pitfalls
strongly suggest the necessity of designing the novel amyloid
markers. Our previous studies revealed one prospective class
of fluorescent probes—benzanthrone dyes (BD), highly sensitive to the oligomeric and fibrillar aggregates of lysozyme
(HEWL) [20]. Moreover, these dyes possess several remarkable characteristics: i) low fluorescence intensity in buffer; ii)
high Stokes shifts and extinction coefficients; iii) high sensitivity to environmental polarity [21]. Specifically, cumulative
data from the binding and red edge excitation shift experiments allowed us to define fluorescence parameters reflecting
the dye preference to either pre-fibrillar or fibrillar protein
aggregates. Inspired by such unrivalled potential of BD in
differentiating between the oligomeric and fibrillar protein
assemblies, here we extend the investigation of BD amyloid
sensitivity and address the question of whether BD are capable
of distinguishing between morphologically different amyloid
fibrils. More specifically, our goal was several-fold: (i) to
evaluate the sensitivity of novel BD to fibrillar lysozyme,
prepared either in concentrated ethanol solution or by acidic
denaturation; (ii) to compare amyloid specificity of BD with
that of ThT; iii) to characterize the properties of fibril-dye
binding sites through red edge excitation shift (REES) analysis and fluorescence lifetime measurements.
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Transmission Electron Microscopy
For electron microscopy assay, a 10 μl drop of the protein
solution was applied to a carbon-coated grid and blotted after
1 min. A 10 μl drop of 2 % (w/v) uranyl acetate solution was
placed on the grid, blotted after 30 s, and then washed 3 times by
deionized water and air dried. The resulting grids were viewed at
Jeol JSM-840 or Tecnai 12 BioTWIN electron microscope.
Steady-State Fluorescence Measurements
Steady-state fluorescence spectra of lysozyme in its native and
fibrillar states were recorded with LS-55 (Perkin-Elmer Ltd.,
UK) or Varian Cary Eclipse (Varian Instruments, Walnut Creek,
CA) spectrofluorimeters equipped with a magnetically stirred,
thermostated cuvette holder. Fluorescence measurements were
performed at 20 °C using 10 mm path-length quartz cuvettes.
The excitation and emission slit widths were set at 10 nm.
Excitation wavelengths and emission maxima of the examined
dyes are given in Table 1. Quantum yields of fibril-bound dyes
were calculated using the standard dye Rhodamine 101 (Q=
0.91 in acidified ethanol [24]), and allowing for the refractive
indexes of amyloid fibrils (n~1.5 [25]) and ethanol (n~1.36).
Binding Model

Materials and Methods
Chemicals
Chicken egg white lysozyme (HEWL) was purchased from
Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Benzanthrone dyes (Fig. 1)
were synthesized at the Faculty of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics of Daugavpils University, as described previously [21]. Stock solutions of benzanthrones were prepared by
dissolving the dyes in ethanol or dimethylsulfoxide.
Preparation of Lysozyme Fibrils
Amyloid fibrils of the first type (Feth) were prepared by
dissolving lysozyme (3 mg/ml) in deionized water with subsequent slow addition of ethanol to a final concentration 80 %.
Next, the samples were subjected to a constant agitation at
ambient temperature during 30 days [22]. Amyloid fibrils of
the second type (Fac) were obtained by incubation of lysozyme solution (10 mg/ml) in 10 mM glycine buffer (pH 2.2) at
60 °C during 6 days [23]. The amyloid nature of fibrillar
aggregates was confirmed by TEM. Native lysozyme solution
(3 mg/ml) in 5 mM sodium phosphate buffer was used as a
control. A separate series of experiments were conducted to
determine fluorescence lifetimes of the dyes in the presence of
lysozyme fibrils prepared in acidic buffer.

Quantitative characteristics of the dye-lysozyme binding were
determined in terms of the Langmuir adsorption model by
analyzing protein-induced changes in the probe fluorescence
intensity at the wavelengths, corresponding to emission maxima for each dye, as described previously [20]. Briefly, approximation of the experimental dependencies ΔI (fluorescence intensity increase) on C P (total protein concentration)
by Eq. 1 allowed us to determine the dye-protein binding
parameters—association constant (K a ), binding stoichiometry
(n) and molar fluorescence (α), characterizing the difference
between molar fluorescence of the bound and free dye:

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ΔI ¼ 0:5α Z 0 þ nC P þ 1=K a − ðZ 0 þ nC P þ 1=K a Þ2 −4nC P Z 0 ð1Þ

where Z 0 is the total probe concentration.
Time-Resolved Fluorescence Measurements
Time-resolved fluorescence intensity decays of benzanthrone
dyes in dimethylformamide (DMF) and in the presence of Fac
were measured using a Photon Technology International spectrofluorometer equipped by GL-302 Dye Laser (Canada). This
machine uses GL-3300 Nitrogen Laser that delivers a crisp
pulse at 337 nm. The solution of LC 4230 (POPOP) laser dye
(Kodak, USA) in a mixture of toluene with ethanol was used
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Fig. 1 Structural formulas of
aminobenzanthrone dyes

to excite benzanthrone dyes at 421 nm [26]. Instrument response functions were measured at the excitation wavelength
using the colloidal silica (Ludox) as a scatterer. To optimize
signal-to-noise ratio, 3,500 photon counts were collected in
the peak channel. To get smooth curves the final decay profile
of each dye was obtained as the average of 6 repeats. The
resulted data were fitted by mono- (for the dyes in DMF) or
biexponential (for the probes in the presence of Fac) functions
using Felix-GX software [9]:
n
X
I ðt Þ ¼
αi expð−t=τ i Þ
ð2Þ
i¼1

 F eth

F ac
Table 1 Excitation (λ ex ) and emission λem
; λem
maxima of
benzanthrone dyes and ThT in the
of
lysozyme fibrils prepared
 presence

F eth
in concentrated
 ethanol solution λex ; λem or by acidic denaturation
F ac
λex ; λem
Dye

λ ex , nm

A4
A6
A8
AM1
AM2
AM3
AM4
AM12
AM15
AM18
IAH
IBH
ISH
ThT

490
450
440
450
450
450
470
469
475
465
523
524
531
420

F eth
λem

630
586
583
593
575
575
580
578
577
565
594
602
605
480

, nm

F ac
λem

645
604
580
586
582
586
603
576
571
571
621
626
628
488

, nm

where τ i and α i are decay times and pre-exponential coefficients,
n is the number of fluorescence lifetime components, i =1 or 2
for monoexponential or biexponential decays, respectively.
The goodness of each fit was characterized by the value of
reduced chi-square, weighted residuals and autocorrelation
function of the weighted residuals [27]. A fit was considered
good when χ 2 fell within the range of 0.8 to 1.2, and the plots
of weighted residuals and autocorrelation function were randomly distributed around zero [9].
The fractional contributions ( f i ) of each lifetime component to the steady-state intensity of the dyes in the presence of
Fac were calculated as follows [9]:
αi τ i
fi ¼ X
n
α jτ j

ð3Þ

j¼1

The average fluorescence lifetime (<τ >) of the dyes in the
presence of Fac was calculated using the following Eq. 4:
<τ>

¼ f 1τ 1 þ f 2τ 2

ð4Þ

Results and Discussion
Binding Studies
To evaluate amyloid specificity of benzanthrones, at the first
step of the study the dyes were titrated with Feth, Fac or native
lysozyme. Figure 2 represents typical fluorescence spectra
recorded upon BD titration with lysozyme fibrils.
Fluorescence intensity of all dyes was found to increase with
the protein concentration, suggesting that fluorophore is transferred into less polar environment [27, 28]. To derive the
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Fig. 2 Emission spectra of AM15 recorded upon the dye fluorimetric
titration with Feth (a) or Fac (b). Dye concentration was 8.7 μM (a) and
0.8 μM (b)

quantitative parameters of dye-protein complexation, the experimental dependencies of ΔI (C P ) (Fig. 3) were approximated by Eq. 1. As seen in Tables 2 and 3, three dyes, viz. A6,
A8 and IBH possess similar fluorescence quantum yields (Q)
when bound to Feth and Fac fibrils, while for the other
benzanthrones this parameter turned out to be substantially
higher in Feth samples. Especially pronounced differences in
the quantum yields of Feth- and Fac-bound dyes were found for
AM1 (by a factor of ca. 10) and AM2 (by a factor of ca. 19).
Remaining five dyes (A8, AM12, AM15, IAH, ISH) display
the opposite behavior—their quantum yields are lower in Feth
fibrils compared to Fac. Likewise, association constants and
binding stoichiometries appeared to be different for Feth- and
Fac-bound BD (Tables 2 and 3). In an attempt to rationalize
these findings, we hypothesized that benzanthrones are sensitive to the differences in amyloid morphology. As seen in
Fig. 4, lysozyme fibrils prepared by two different techniques
involving organic solvent or low pH conditions, possess typical amyloid appearance, being rod-like, unbranched and devoid of amorphous material. However, Feth and Fac fibrils
seem to differ in their molecular architecture, as judged from

Fig. 3 The isotherms of benzanthrone binding to Feth (a) and Fac fibrils
(b). A8, AM1, AM2, AM12 and AM15 concentrations, μM, were: 1.6,
0.1, 0.1, 16.3, 8.7, respectively (a), and 1.3, 3.4, 20.2, 2.1, 0.8, respectively (b)

the differences in their length (0.9 and 0.9–1.5 μm) and
diameter (25±2 and 7±0.6 nm, respectively).
It is widely accepted that amyloid morphology is determined by the conditions of fibril growth [29, 30]. Specifically,
distinctions between partially unfolded protein states formed
under varying environmental conditions may be responsible
for various fibril morphologies [31]. In the case of lysozyme,
amyloid growth was assumed to be a two-stage cooperative
process where denaturation of α-helix structures of the native
protein precedes β-sheet formation [23]. The morphology of
HEWL fibrils proved to be dependent on pH [29, 32], temperature [2, 33], ionic strength [2, 29], the presence of organic
solvents [34, 35], agitation [22, 29], etc. In particular, in 80 %
ethanol, at neutral pH and constant agitation, HEWL adopts a
flexible, easily entangled “broken rod” conformation that
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Table 2 Binding characteristics of benzanthrone dyes associated with lysozyme fibrils prepared in concentrated ethanol solution (Feth)
Dye

K a , μM-1

n

I/I 0

I/I nat

Q

c

A4
A6
A8
AM1
AM2
AM3
AM4
AM12
AM15
AM18
IAH
IBH
ISH
ThT

2.9±0.7
27±6
1.7±0.15
2±0.4
5±1
70±8
2.6±0.2
0.23±0.05
0.44±0.09
1.9±0.4
0.1±0.02
0.5±0.11
0.4±0.08
0.04±0.01

0.2±0.04
0.23±0.05
0.22±0.04
0.22±0.04
0.35±0.07
0.56±0.12
0.2±0.06
3.7±0.72
1.9±0.41
0.78±0.16
3±0.61
0.8±0.15
0.7±0.14
7.6±2.1

5.2
2.4
1.9
5.7
38.4
9.7
3.7
6.8
7.4
5.8
10.9
13.6
7.9
2.8

3.7
b
−
b
−
b
−
5.0
7.2
3.1
3.9
3.2
3.3
7
7.6
5.9
1.2

0.07±0.015
0.43±0.11
0.52±0.12
0.73±0.14
0.77±0.17
0.38±0.09
0.56±0.12
0.12±0.03
0.07±0.01
0.52±0.13
0.06±0.01
0.14±0.04
0.13±0.04
0.03±0.01

7
6
14
21
3.5
2
19.5
0
0
0
10
11.5
13
d
−

a

REES, nm

a
Parameters given for A4, A6, A8, AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 have been reported in our previous work [20], but the Q values of these dyes were
corrected to the refractive indexes of amyloid fibrils and ethanol, and the Q value of Rhodamine 101 was assumed to be 0.91

The dyes A6, A8 and AM1 showed no changes in their fluorescence intensities upon addition of monomeric lysozyme, therefore I/I nat was not
calculated for these dyes

b

c

REES was measured with increasing wavelength from 430 nm to 450 nm for all dyes

d

REES was not measured for Thioflavin T

[38]. Likewise, ethanol enhances intra- and intermolecular Hbonds compared to their strength in aqueous environment
[39]. In the presence of ethanol solvent ability to compete
with peptide carbonyl acceptor significantly decreases [38].
Importantly, it was demonstrated that ethanol alone produces
only insignificant partial unfolding of HEWL, and agitation
enhances monomer probability to encounter a hydrophobic
surface leading to protein destabilization [22, 29].
In turn, low pH (~ 2) and the midpoint temperature for
HEWL unfolding (57 °C) [40] were found to be the most

slows down protein diffusion and serves as the positive effector of intermolecular β-sheet formation [36]. This conformation is characterized by the expanded α-helical content, disturbed hydration shell and tertiary structure dictated by protein
interactions with the organic solvent [36, 37]. Specifically,
lower dielectric constant of the protein environment gives rise
to decrease in protein hydration, which, in turn, reduces interand intramolecular hydrophobic interactions and induces solvent exposure of hydrophobic patches. This was demonstrated, for instance, for LYS (11–36) peptide in trifluoroethanol
Table 3 Binding characteristics
of benzanthrone dyes associated
with lysozyme fibrils prepared by
acidic denaturation (Fac)

a

The dyes A6, A8 and AM1
showed no changes in their fluorescence intensities upon addition
of monomeric lysozyme, therefore I/I nat was not calculated for
these dyes
b

REES was measured with inc r e a s i n g w a v e l e n g t h f ro m
500 nm to 570 nm for A4, IAH,
IBH, ISH, and from 470 nm to
540 nm for the rest of the dyes
c
REES was not measured for
Thioflavin T

Dye

K a , μM−1

n

I/I 0

I/I nat

Q

b

A4
A6
A8
AM1
AM2
AM3
AM4
AM12
AM15
AM18
IAH
IBH
ISH
ThT

0.06±0.01
1.2±0.02
0.82±0.18
2.1±0.4
0.06±0.02
0.29±0.06
0.1±0.02
0.7±0.14
0.23±0.05
4.6±0.9
2.3±0.5
0.15±0.03
0.08±0.02
0.03±0.005

1±0.2
0.22±0.04
0.04±0.01
0.13±0.03
0.8±0.16
0.43±0.09
1.7±0.3
0.21±0.05
0.08±0.02
0.54±0.12
0.21±0.04
0.7±0.015
3.9±0.08
2±0.3

1.2
1.5
1.1
3.5
1.7
2.7
2.5
1.8
1.8
6.5
6.1
2.3
6.4
1.4

1.2
a
−
a
−
a
−
0.14
0.6
1.9
4.2
2.7
0.5
4.3
1.4
3.5
0.7

0.02±0.004
0.31±0.07
0.65±0.14
0.08±0.016
0.04±0.01
0.10±0.022
0.27±0.06
0.20±0.05
0.42±0.09
0.26±0.06
0.11±0.023
0.11±0.022
0.30±0.06
0.01±0.002

8
16
22
10
22
30
17
18
17
17
14
15
12
c
−

REES, nm
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Fig. 4 TEM images of lysozyme
fibrils prepared in concentrated
ethanol solution – Feth (a) or by
acidic denaturation – Fac (b).
Scale bars represent 200 and
100 nm, respectively

favorable for amyloid formation [39, 40]. Partially unfolded
protein state formed under these conditions is characterized by
substantial loss of tertiary and partial loss of secondary structure [31, 39]. The changes in lysozyme conformation are
controlled by several factors. First, the neutrality of glutamic
and aspartic acid residues at pH 2 leads to increase of the
protein positive charge and enhances intermolecular charge
repulsion [41, 42]. Furthermore, both pH 2 [23, 39] and
elevated temperature [43] cause partial exposure of protein
hydrophobic patches to the solvent and weaken intramolecular hydrogen bonding [44, 45]. Next, acidic pH [46] and high
temperature [47] presumably induce a decrease of lysozyme
hydration. Finally, lysozyme incubation under these conditions may lead to more profound changes in the protein
secondary structure compared to those induced by its agitation
in the presence of ethanol at neutral pH [22, 29]. Interestingly,
very stable HEWL molecule adopts native conformation even
at pH ~ 0.6 [48], but only combination of low pH and high
temperature promotes protein fibrillogenesis. This indicates
that enhanced a fragmentation was observed upon its
prolonged incubation at acidic pH and elevated temperature
[23, 32], raising the possibility for protein fragments to be
included into fibril structure.
Schematic representation of the above two HEWL partially
unfolded states is given in Fig. 5. Altogether, lysozyme,
partially unfolded the presence of 80 % ethanol at pH 7.4, is
characterized by the enhanced solvent exposure of hydrophobic patches [38], reduced hydration [35] and increased interand intramolecular H-bonding [39]. In turn, at pH 2 and 60 °C
lysozyme possesses partially solvent-exposed hydrophobic
areas [23, 43] along with higher net positive charge [42].
Furthermore, similar to other proteins, lysozyme subjected to
low pH and elevated temperature, is likely to have reduced
intramolecular H-bonding [44, 45] and hydration [46, 47]. In
general, the Feth-forming monomers are presumably less
destabilized compared to the Fac-forming monomers, thereby
accounting for the lower rate of fibril growth in the presence of

80 % EtOH at neutral pH [22, 49]. Notably, hydrophobic
interactions and electrostatic repulsion between side chains
seem to play more important role in Fac fibrillogenesis, compared to Feth. The above structural peculiarities of lysozyme
partially unfolded states may account for morphological differences of Feth and Fac fibrils. These differences may include:
i) distinct protofilament number; ii) particular protofilament
arrangement; iii) distinct “steric zipper” structures [50]. For
instance, Zurdo and coworkers have established pH dependency of protofilament number and packing in fibrillar SH3domain, that was interpreted in terms of the variations in
electrostatic interactions between protein molecules [41].
Verel and coauthors observed different stacking of the two
β-sheets in a “steric zipper” of fibrils formed from the model
peptide ccβ-p at acidic and neutral pH [51]. Petkova et al.
found that the β-sheets of Aβ (11–25) at acidic pH are
composed of shorter β-strands than at neutral pH [52].
Finally, greater diameter of Feth compared to Fac can result
from the higher thickness and number of protofilaments assembled into fibril structure [2, 4]. The latter is presumably
caused by the agitation-enhanced association of
protofilaments [53] and electrostatic stabilization of the final

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the partially unfolded lysozyme states
under two different conditions resulting in the formation of Feth or Fac
fibrils
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complex [54]. Interestingly, stronger lateral association of
protofilaments may lead to a decrease in fibril elongation
[55, 56]. This may be the reason for the observed slightly
lower length of Feth compared to Fac.
Benzanthrone Amyloid Specificity Ranking
At the next step of the study the recovered binding parameters,
K a , n and α were used to calculate two additional quantities
characterizing the dye fibril specificity: i) I/I 0 —relative fluorescence intensity increase upon the dye (1 μM) binding to
fibrillar lysozyme (2 μM); ii) I/I nat —binding preference of
the dye (1 μM) to fibrillar aggregates (2 μM) (Tables 2 and 3).
This allowed us to range benzanthrones according to their
specificity either to Feth or Fac (Table 4). It appeared that
among Feth-bound dyes AM2 showed the highest I/I 0 (ca.
38) and Q (ca. 0.77) coupled with high I/I nat (ca. 5). At the
same time, AM2 displayed the greatest sensitivity to fibril
morphology, as judged from the drastic difference between Q
values in Feth (ca. 0.77) and Fac (ca. 0.04) systems. The dyes
A6 and A8 appeared to be suitable for highly sensitive detection of amyloid fibrils of both Feth and Fac types. It should also
be noted that all other benzanthrones with quantum yields
differing in Feth- and Fac-bound states can also be used for
conformational typing of amyloid structures. Importantly, all
novel dyes displayed much higher sensitivity to lysozyme
fibrils than classical amyloid marker ThT, as judged from
the comparison of I/I 0, I/I nat , Q and K a values.
Characterization of Fibril Binding Sites for Benzanthrone
Dyes
Next, to explain the differences in BD association with Feth
and Fac and their higher amyloid sensitivity compared to ThT,
it was of interest to define putative dye-fibril binding sites.
Several lines of evidence indicate that classical amyloid dyes
ThT and Congo Red (CR) predominantly occupy the channels
between the side chains, being the common motif in cross-β
structure and running parallel to fibril axis [57, 58]. These sites
proved to account for characteristic ThT fluorescence and CR
birefringence, in contrast to alternative sites, viz. hydrophobic
cavities [59], dry “steric zipper” interface [60], β-sheet surface
[60] and β-sheet edges [61]. Thus, it cannot be excluded that
considerable increase in benzanthrone quantum yield results
from the dye association with fibril grooves. This assumption
is further confirmed by close dimensions of BD and classical
amyloid reporters. Specifically, BD are ~1.1–2 nm in length,

~0.7–1 nm in width and ~0.3–0.8 nm in thickness, while
analogous dimensions of ThT are 1.5, 0.6 and 0.4 nm, respectively [62]. Therefore, we can suppose that BD, similar to ThT
and CR, associate with the channels formed by side chain
rows consisting of 4–5 amino acid residues and running in the
direction of β-sheet propagation [57, 62].
In our recent work red edge excitation shift (REES) approach was used to define BD binding sites in Feth fibrils [20].
REES is a red shift in the dye emission maxima induced by the
shift in excitation wavelength toward the red edge of the
absorption band. REES arises from the slowed rates of solvent
relaxation around the excited state fluorophore which reflects
the motional restrictions imposed on the solvent molecule in
the immediate vicinity of the dye [9, 63]. In the case of
protein-bound dyes the presence of REES indicates the restricted mobility of both the protein polar groups and the
protein-bound water molecules on nanosecond scale (i.e. during the excited state lifetime) [64]. In the present study we
measured REES for Feth-bound AM12, AM15, AM18, IAH,
IBH and ISH and made an attempt to localize their binding
sites. REES value for each dye was calculated as the difference between emission maxima of the probe excited at 450
and 430 nm (Table 2). We also extended our investigation to
the Fac-bound fluorophores by measuring their REES values
as the difference between emission maxima of the probe
excited at: i) 500 and 570 nm (for A4, IAH, IBH and ISH);
ii) 470 and 540 nm (for the rest of 13 dyes) (Table 3). These
wavelength ranges are wider (70 nm) compared to the above
ones (20 nm) and seem to give more precise results. Since the
REES of Feth- and Fac-bound probes were taken within different wavelength ranges, comparison of the REES values for the
dyes bound to different types of lysozyme fibrils appeared to
be problematic, but we compared the REES values of the
different dyes associated either with Feth- or Fac. The representative spectra of BD with the excitation wavelength dependent emission maxima are given in Fig. 6. The existence of red
shifts in BD emission maxima, following red shift in excitation wavelength, indicates the presence of restricted solvent in
close vicinity of the dye [9, 65]. Taking into consideration that
the wet “steric zipper” interface is characterized by the presence of high amount of polar residues lined with water molecules [66] with every polar residue being hydrated, it can be
supposed that BD associate presumably with the surface
grooves of amyloid fibrils. The observed differences in
REES values may occur from distinct photophysical changes
upon excitation induced by distinct structures of 3aminosubstituents of the benzanthrone moiety.

Table 4 Dye rows showing the decrease of benzanthrone sensitivity to lysozyme fibrils prepared under different conditions
Feth
Fac

AM2
A8

AM1
A6

A8
ISH

A6
AM18

IBH
IAH

AM3
AM1

AM4
AM15

AM18
AM12

IAH
AM4

ISH
IBH

AM15
AM3

AM12
AM2

A4
A4

ThT
ThT

500

Fig. 6 Fluorescence spectra of A6 bound to Fac at increasing excitation
wavelength (a) and red edge excitation shift (REES) of the dye emission
maximum (b ). A6 and Fac concentrations were 0.65 and 30 μM,
respectively

Notably, we failed to detect REES for AM12, AM15
and AM18 in the presence of Feth. These dyes seem to
reside at the dry “steric zipper” interface [57, 67],
similar to other benzanthrone amino derivatives AM2
and AM3 [20]. The dry “steric zipper” interface is
characterized by a large number of hydrophobic amino
acids and the absence of water molecules, leading to
disappearance of the dye-water dipole-dipole interactions, compared to wet “steric zipper” interface [68].
This may lead to REES weakening or even its elimination.
Interestingly, high REES values were observed for the remaining BD belonging predominantly to the family of
benzanthrone amidino derivatives (except of AM1 and
AM4). Presumably, association of the dyes with the dry “steric
zipper” interface is hampered because of strong complementarity between stacking β-sheets, resulting in highly limited
space for fluorophore insertion (Table 2) [57]. Of value in this
regard may be also the dye hydrophobicity.
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In turn, all BD showed high REES values in the presence of
Fac (Table 3) close to the values for the rest of Fac-incorporated
fluorophores. Therefore, these probes are likely to occupy the
wet “steric zipper” interface of amyloid fibrils. This may arise
from the tighter packing of β-sheets in a “steric zipper” of Fac,
hampering the dye penetration into the dry “steric zipper”
interface as was observed for the Feth-bound dyes. In the case
of AM2 and AM3 the transition of the dye-protein binding site
from the dry to wet “steric zipper” interface may explain high
sensitivity of these fluorophores to fibril morphology, leading
to large differences in the quantum yields of Feth- and Facbound probes.
To better understand the REES data, at the next step of the
study we performed time-resolved fluorescence measurements. The fluorescence lifetimes of the dyes were determined
in the presence of Fac (dye-protein ratio was varied from 1:4 to
1:25 for the different dyes). For the sake of comparison, we
also measured time-resolved fluorescence intensity decays of
BD in DMF. The representative time-resolved fluorescence
intensity decays of BD in DMF and in the presence of Fac are
given in Fig. 7. The BD decays in DMF were fitted to monoexponential decay (Eq. 2), by analogy with the other members
of the benzanthrone family, i.e. metoxybenzanthrone (MBA)
[69]. Furthermore, the logarithmic intensity vs time plots
turned out to be linear, confirming that BD fluorescence in
DMF do show the mono-exponential decay [9]. Interestingly,
the calculated lifetime values for BD in DMF were close to the
MBA fluorescence lifetime (ca. 12 ns) [67].
Next, we fitted the fluorescence lifetime decay of BD in the
presence of Fac by biexponential function. It was supposed
that the longer lifetime component (τ 1) corresponds to the
lifetime of the amyloid-bound dye (lower environmental polarity compared to buffer solution), while the shorter component accounts for the free dye in buffer (polar environment), as
was observed e.g. for amyloid markers Nile Red and ANS
[70, 71]. Indeed, we found that τ 1 values in the presence of Fac
were close to those in DMF (Table 5). From these data we
concluded that environmental polarity of the amyloid-bound
dye is lower compared to buffer solution and close to that of
DMF (εDMF ≈37). On the other side, fluorescence lifetime
may also increase with the solvent viscosity, as has been
demonstrated e.g. for Thioflavin T [72]. The shorter lifetime
component τ 2 presumably corresponds to fluorescence lifetime of the dye molecules in a buffer solution (Table 5).
The fact that all BD demonstrated REES in the presence of
Fac is suggestive of the “rigidity” of their environment, hampering the separation of polarity and viscosity effects on the
value of longer lifetime component τ 1. Furthermore, τ 1, its
fractional contribution f 1 (calculated from Eq. 3) to the steadystate intensity, and the average lifetime <τ > (calculated from
Eq. 4) were proportional to the REES values of these probes
(except of A4, AM1, AM2, AM3) (Table 3). These data can
be interpreted as follows: although all dyes presumably
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are associated with one type of the fibril binding sites characterized by lower polarity compared to buffer solution. These
results corroborate the notion that high REES values acquired
from the steady-state measurements, reflect rather high viscosity of the above binding site represented by the fibril
grooves. Furthermore, the proportionality of the fluorescence
lifetimes of BD to the REES values indicate that the novel
dyes similar to ThT, have the sensitivity of the lifetimes to the
solvent viscosity [72]. Although we did not perform the
lifetime measurements of the dyes incorporated into Feth, it
can be supposed that they also have one fluorescence lifetime
component corresponding to the lifetime of dye molecules
incorporated into the fibril grooves (because they show high
REES values as well). Finally, the assumption that the dyes
AM2, AM3, AM12, AM15 and AM18 can be embedded into
fibril dry “steric zipper” can be also tested by the fluorescence
lifetime measurements of the Feth-incorporated dyes.
Comparison of Amyloid Specificity of Benzanthrone Dyes
and Thioflavin T

Fig. 7 Time-resolved fluorescence intensity decay of AM12 in
dimethylformamide (a), and of Fac-bound AM12 (b). Decay profiles
(dashed lines) were fitted to mono- (a) and bi-exponential (b) functions
(solid lines). Dye was excited at 421 nm and emission was monitored at
585 nm. Lamp profile (dotted lines) was measured at the excitation
wavelength using Ludox as the scatterer. AM12 concentration was
0.4 μM. The insets show the weighted residuals and the autocorrelation
function of the weighted residuals

occupy one type of binding sites – fibril grooves, local solvent
relaxation times may vary depending on the mobility of the
amino acid residues of the protein binding site for each dye.
Therefore, increase of τ 1 (as well as f 1, and <τ > as a consequence) proportionally to the REES may indicate the increase
of the local rigidity of the environment of BD (Tables 3 and 5).
Fibril-associating properties of A4, AM1, AM2 and AM3
seem to be different compared to the other dyes, as judged
from their low quantum yields in the presence of Fac and the
absence of correlation between the fluorescence lifetimes and
REES.
By and large, time-resolved fluorescence measurements of
BD in DMF and in the presence of Fac showed that these dyes

Assuming that fibril grooves are the common binding sites for
BD and ThT, we tried to determine the differences in the
interactions of the dyes with amyloid fibrils, leading to their
distinct amyloid sensitivity (Tables 2 and 3). In this regard, it
is important to analyse what kinds of interactions may occur
between small organic molecules and fibrillar aggregates.
Classical amyloid markers ThT and CR specifically associate
with the surface aromatic grooves, presenting large hydrophobic areas to interact with small ligands and thus allowing their
insertion into fibril structure [57, 73]. Additionally, van der
Waals contacts seem to occur between the dyes and backbone
of the groove-forming residues [73, 74]. Furthermore, steric
and aromatic interactions [49, 75] may play essential role in
determining the binding preference of the dyes. Finally, electrostatic interactions are important for ThT and CR association
with amyloid fibrils. For example, ThT does not bind to
positively charged poly-L-lysine [76] and has low binding
capability to HET-s prion (218–289) fibrils at acidic pH compared to neutral pH [77]. It was demonstrated that salt bridges
between two sulfonic groups of CR and positively charged
amino acid residues are required for the dye association with
poly-L-lysine, HET-s prion (218–289), Aβ (1–42) fibrillar
aggregates, etc. [58, 61, 78].
The above data allowed us to make the assumption, why
the majority of Feth and Fac-bound BD have 1–2 order of
magnitude higher association constants and quantum yields
compared to ThT (Tables 2 and 3). These differences can arise
predominantly from higher hydrophobicity of BD originating
from the absence of charged groups and the presence of
aromatic benzanthrone moiety. In view of this, BD similar to
the neutral ThT derivative, Pittsburgh compound B, may
show deeper insertion into fibril grooves compared to ThT,
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Table 5 Fluorescence lifetimes
of benzanthrone dyes excited at
421 nm in dimethylformamide
(DMF) and in the presence of lysozyme fibrils prepared by acidic
denaturation (Fac)
a

Fluorescence lifetime of AM12
in DMF

b

The reduced chi-square values
characterizing the goodness of
the fits of the experimental decay
profiles
c

Fluorescence lifetime components of AM12 in the presence
of Fac

d

Fractional contributions of the
each decay time to the steadystate intensity of the dyes in the
presence of Fac
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Dye

DMF
τ, ns

a

Fac
χ2

b

τ 1, ns

c

τ 2, ns

f1

c

d

f2

d

〈τ〉,ns

c

χ2

b

A4

8.2±0.4

1.02

6.7±0.42

1.6±0.16

0.41

0.59

3.7

0.97

A6
A8
AM1
AM2
AM3
AM4
AM12
AM15
AM18
IAH
IBH
ISH

9.8±0.05
5.8±0.01
3.9±0.2
8.2±0.04
8.6±0.05
8.5±0.05
8.7±0.005
8.3±0.03
7.5±0.04
6.8±0.15
8.3±0.08
7.5±0.01

1.04
1.01
1.16
1.08
1.02
0.87
0.94
0.89
1.09
0.98
0.95
1.30

7.8±0.21
8.3±0.24
7.5±0.03
7.1±0.16
5.6±0.64
8.1±0.37
6.8±0.25
6.7±0.08
6.8±0.19
6.0±0.35
6.2±0.16
5.9±0.35

1.3±0.25
1.3±0.11
1.59±0.002
0.73±0.06
0.55±0.08
2.00±0.2
1.55±0.24
0.72±0.09
2.09±0.14
1.32±0.3
0.46±0.17
1.14±0.11

0.75
0.51
0.61
0.31
0.45
0.55
0.69
0.59
0.45
0.43
0.54
0.32

0.25
0.48
0.39
0.69
0.55
0.45
0.31
0.41
0.55
0.57
0.46
0.67

6.1
4.9
5.2
2.7
2.8
5.3
5.2
4.24
4.23
3.33
3.6
2.7

1.02
0.98
1.11
1.01
1.05
1.02
0.83
1.01
1.08
0.88
0.95
1.05

leading to the enhancement of dye-protein aromatic, steric and
hydrophobic interactions [74]. Furthermore, high hydrophobicity of BD creates prerequisites for their association with the
hydrophobic dry “steric zipper” interface, as was supposed for
AM2, AM3, AM12, AM15 and AM18 (Table 2).
Distinct Morphologies of Lysozyme Amyloid Fibrils Probed
by Benzanthrones
Finally, based on the foresaid structural differences between
Feth and Fac, as well as on the assumption that BD tend to
localize in the surface grooves or at the dry “steric zipper”
interface of amyloid fibrils, we made an attempt to explain
distinct spectral properties of the Feth- and Fac-incorporated
dyes (Tables 1, 2 and 3). First, we analyzed ThT sensitivity to
amyloid morphology and then drew an analogy with BD.
Obviously, the reduced binding stoichiometry and the lower
quantum yield of Fac-incorporated ThT compared to the corresponding parameters of Feth-bound dye result from the difference in the arrangement of β-strands in β-sheets formed at
acidic and neutral pH [51, 52]. Specifically, Fac protofilaments
formed at acidic pH are presumably composed of shorter βstrands than those of Feth formed at neutral pH, similar to the
protofilaments of fibrillar Aβ (11–25) [52]. This can reduce
the total number of grooves in amyloid fibrils and can lead to
the decrease of ThT binding stoichiometry. Furthermore, Feth
and Fac are presumably made of β-sheets with distinct hydrophobic clustering, similarly to amyloid fibrils of the model
peptide ccβ-p formed at neutral or low pH [51]. More specifically, Verel and coworkers have found two kinds of grooves
in the β-sheet of model peptide ccβ-p at neutral pH: i) the
grooves formed solely from the uncharged amino acid residues, undergoing a hydrophobic clustering; ii) the channels
lined with the charged residues, where the charge

compensation between positively and negatively charged residues takes place [51]. In turn, at acidic pH the protonation of
Glu side chains may disturb hydrophobic clustering of amino
acid residues [51]. This effect, being extrapolated to HEWL
fibrils formed at acidic pH could result in a larger number of
the grooves containing positively charged Arg residues, thereby hampering ThT insertion.
By analogy with ThT, lower association constants of about
a half of Fac-bound BD compared to Feth, can be explained by
their unfavorable interactions with the increased number of
the charged fibril grooves. In this respect, BD resemble the
neutral ThT derivative, Pittsburgh compound B, which does
not favor binding to the charged fibril grooves, as well [74]. In
turn, lower Fac binding stoichiometries of the majority of the
probes seem to be related to the lower number of the surface
grooves in Fac core structure. Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that Fac protofilaments are packed more tightly than
Feth protofilaments. This may result in the smaller size of fibril
grooves hampering deep BD penetration into fibril interior.
Accordingly, increased microenvironmental polarity may induce red shift of the emission maxima of the majority of Facincorporated BD and ThT (Table 1). As a consequence, quantum yield of eight Fac-incorporated BD appears to be lower
than that of Feth-bound dyes. However, the observed ambiguous changes of BD quantum yield in the presence of Fac
indicate that not only fibril morphology, but also subtle chemical structure of these fluorophores may play essential role in
the dye complexation with fibrillar protein.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the present study has been undertaken to evaluate the potential of the novel benzanthrone dyes to
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selectively detect lysozyme fibrillar aggregates with different
morphologies. Based on the comprehensive analysis of spectral characteristics of a series of benzanthrones bound to
amyloid fibrils obtained by ethanol and acid denaturation,
we recommend AM2 as the best candidate for identifying
the differences in fibril architecture, while structurallyinsensitive amyloid tracers A8 and A6 can be employed as
alternative to ThT. A detailed comparative analysis of BD and
ThT interactions with amyloid fibrils may prove of importance in the design of effective anti-amyloid drugs.
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